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The ARU is a major player in world Rugby
and a major code in a fiercely competitive
Australian sporting marketplace.
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Australian Rugby had much to live up to in
2004. Along with the energising effects of the
previous year’s Rugby World Cup momentum
comes the expectation of measurable and
tangible benefits for the Rugby community
and the game generally.

At the professional end, the Qantas Wallabies
won all matches on home soil, but losses to
New Zealand, South Africa and France away
were a bit disappointing, though illustrative
of the competitive nature of world Rugby at
present.

Some of the benefits were immediately
obvious. Through February it was clear that
participation in our game was clearly growing
as we had anticipated.

Australia finished the year ranked number
two in the IRB rankings, up one place from
2003, providing Eddie Jones and the team
with an obvious ambition for next year.

Rugby clubs across the country were provided
with a raft of recruitment and promotional
materials to assist them with sign on days.

The year marked the debut of the PIRA
concept, with the combined strength of
Fiji, Samoa and Tonga meeting Australia in
Adelaide. While this combined concept has
its critics, it is important to note that this
is the beginning of something designed to
make a positive contribution to Rugby in the
Pacific Islands.

The energy and activity that surrounded
Rugby in the first quarter was exceptional
and our game has taken another major leap
forward in stature, with more than 164,000
participants across the country in 2004.

In 2004, participation in Rugby
passed the 160,000 mark – a
new record for the game.
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Across three Test matches, more than
$300,000 was raised and over time the
PIRA entity will grow in stature.
The Wallabies’ season ended with our first
victory against England at Twickenham since
1998. It was an outstanding effort to finish
the year.
Once again, the ARU was able to deliver record
allocations to its Member Unions, following
a solid financial performance throughout
2004, which delivered an Operating Surplus
after allocations of $1,840,708.
Nearly $8.4 million was distributed to the
Member Unions by way of normal allocations
and as part of the True Vision Strategic
Expenditure from the Rugby World Cup
surplus, while a further $4.5 million was
expended from the True Vision fund.
Part of the $4.5 million delivered a range of
programs that also provided a direct benefit
to our Members in 2004, including EdRugby,
Try Rugby, the Elite Player Development
Program and a program to create new clubs
and assist in the development of existing
grass roots structures.

Overall, net revenue was positive to budget
by $1,238,925, which is a pleasing result
and one anticipated by projections early in
the year and delivered by way of prudent
management.

As the role of the IRB Vice Chairman is
now an independent one, I will step down
as ARU Chairman in the New Year. It has
been a privilege to serve Australian Rugby as
Chairman of the Board.

The ARU has embarked on a Capital
Management Strategy to boost reserves, to
which $20 million was earmarked from the
Rugby World Cup surplus.

Since assuming the Chairmanship of the
ARU four years ago, it has been a pleasure
to witness many changes to our game that
have seen its stature rise considerably.

Through ongoing attention to costs and the
exploration of new revenue opportunities,
the Board is committed to building on that
capital base annually for the long-term
benefit of the game.

The ARU is a major player in world Rugby
and a major code in a fiercely competitive
Australian sporting marketplace.

One of the significant objectives of the ARU
in the professional era has been to increase
our influence at the international level and
effect some positive change that will benefit
world Rugby as well as the Australian game.
In November 2004, the IRB Council
unanimously approved a new strategic plan
for the IRB, incorporating a new governance
structure that reflects the changing
requirements of the game.

A further $11.5 million is earmarked in
2005 for True Vision Strategic Expenditure
including those programs mentioned
above and also direct allocations to
Member Unions.

I had the privilege of chairing the Governance
Working Party established by Council in
2003, to review the way the IRB conducts its
business to ensure that it remains relevant
to the changing needs and imperatives of all
Member Unions.

This year’s revenue lines attracted mixed
results, with below budget outcomes in
sponsorship and licensing while gate takings,
corporate hospitality, travel and revenue
from interest exceeded expectations.

As a consequence, a newly constituted
Executive Committee was established
to improve efficiency and speed up the
decision making process, and will meet on
a regular basis.

However, if Australian Rugby is to further
enhance its standing in both those
environments, it must follow the IRB’s lead
in overhauling its governance structure.
A process has been initiated that has
created the potential for such change, but
the appetite must exist to vigorously pursue
a governance reform agenda.
I am confident that such an appetite exists
and that sectional interests can be set aside
for the benefit of the Australian game.
In closing, I wish to acknowledge the
effort of my fellow Directors in dealing
with some very significant strategic issues
during the year.
I would also like to welcome Gary Flowers,
who came on board as Managing Director &
CEO in June. Gary has made an immediate
impact and together with our very professional
and dedicated management team and staff,
will guide Australian Rugby to achieve its
‘True Vision’.

The ‘True Vision’ strategy outlines how the ARU has allocated
the Rugby World Cup surplus and its plans for the next five
years, with a strong emphasis on grass roots Rugby.
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